
TRAVANCORE DEVASWOM BOARD 

                                   SABARIMALA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
                                                     PATHANAMTHITTA 

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS 
No.SDP/EE/QN -3/17-18 
 
The Executive Engineer, Sabarimala Development Project, Pathanamthitta on 
behalf of the Travancore Devaswom Board, invites sealed competitive quotation 
for the following works from registered contractors in TDB .  
 
 
SI 
N
o. 

Quotation  
No. 

Name of work PAC EMD COST OF 
QUOTATION  
FORM  

1 SDP/EE/ 
QN-5/17-
18 

SDP Pampa –Construction of water 
kiosk building for Sabari Theertham  

6,89,080/- 17,300/
- 

1400+GST 

2 SDP/EE/ 
QN-6/17-
18 

SDP –Sabarimala –Supply of stainless 
steel offertory Boxes  

 2.5% of 

the 

quoted 

amount 

2000+GST 

3 SDP/EE/ 
QN7/17-18 

SDP Pampa –Supply of Dias, Podium 
and DJ table for the use of conference 
hall 

 2.5% of 

the 

quoted 

amount 

500+GST 

4 SDP/EE/ 
QN-8/17-
18 

SDP –Pampa –Providing temporary 
GI pipe barricade to the side of 
Nadapandal from Sevasanghom 
Entrance to Arattukadavu both sides 

4,92,779/- 12,400/
- 

1000+GST 

5 SDP/EE/QN

-9/17-18 

 

SDP Pampa –Improvements to the 

Kitchen and Dining hall attached to 

TDB Maramath office complex  

4,84,558/- 12,200/

- 

1000 + GST 

 

6 SDP/EE/QN

-10/17-18 

 

SDP-Pampa Providing floor tiles to 

the damaged portion at Nadapandal 

and GI pipe post to the Pampa 

Ganapathy temple  

1,71,886/- 4300/- 500+GST 

7 SDP/EE/QN

-11/17-18 

 

SDP Pampa –Resurfacing the 

damaged road portion near jaggery 

godown 

4,92,080/- 12,400/

- 

1000+GST 

8 SDP/EE/QN

-12/17-18 

 

SDP Pampa Modification to 

Modakappura  

4,76,778/- 12,000/

- 

1000+GST 

9 SDP/EE/QN

-13/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Providing temporary 
barricade at magazine area, 
saramkuthy and various places of 
Sabarimala reg (Re-tender) 

1,54,074/- 3900/- 500+GST 

10 SDP/EE/QN

-14/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Providing temporary 
barricade at vacant places of 
Sabarimala for watching 
makarajyothi –reg: (Re-tender) 

45,804/- 1200/- 300+GST 

11 SDP/EE/QN

-15/17-18 

 

SDP Sabarimala –M&M festival in 

1193ME –Providing temporary comfort 

stations reg: (Re-tender) 

1,07,620/- 2700/- 500+GST 



12 SDP/EE/QN

-16/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Removing ash from the 
Homakundam and repairs and 
providing earth bag for Rapid action 
force (RAF) for making bunker reg: 
(Re-tender) 
 

1,07,281/- 2700/- 500+GST 

13 
 

SDP/EE/QN

-17/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Draining and cleaning 
Kumbalam thodu and check dam in 
the year 2017 reg: (Re-tender) 

48,101/- 1300/- 300+GST 

14 SDP/EE/QN

-18/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME- Maintenance to the pipe 
line from Kunnar to Sabarimala and 
cleaning various water tank reg: (Re-
tender) 

1,28,574/- 3300/- 500+GST 

15 SDP/EE/QN

-19/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Draining and cleaning 
Kunnar dam in the year 2017 reg: 
(Re-tender) 

82,540/- 2100/- 500+GST 

16 SDP/EE/QN

-20/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME- Repairs and maintenance to 
the existing water supply and sanitary 
lines-Supply of plumbing and 
sanitary materials reg: (Re-tender) 

7,84,238/- 19,700/- 1600+GST 

17 SDP/EE/QN

-21/17-18 

 

SDP-M&M festival in 1193ME –Supply of 

ROOTS Floor cleaning machines for the 

use in the new Annadanamandapom at 

Sabarimala reg: (Re-tender) 

 2.5% of 

the 

quoted 

amount 

1400+GSt 

18 SDP/EE/QN

-22/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-labour charges for engaging 
generator operator and electricians in 
various points at Sabarimala reg(Re-
tender): 

3,19,572/- 8000/- 700+GST 

19 SDP/EE/QN

-23/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Annual servicing and 
maintenance to the seaming machine 
at Aravana plant reg: (Re-tender) 

 2.5% of 

the 

quoted 

amount 

600+ GST 

20 SDP/EE/QN

-24/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Repairs and maintenance to 
the transfer trolly in the prasadam 
plant and Devaswom mess at 
Sabarimala reg: (Re-tender) 

1,24,200/- 3200/- 500+GST 

21 SDP/EE/QN

-25/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Providing temporary 
illumination to the temple structure 
and various buildings and providing 
temporary light arrangement to the  
police shelters and fire points, 
including kunnar and check dam 
sheds reg: (Re-tender) 

8,74,733/- 22000/- 1800+GST 

22 SDP/EE/QN

-26/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME- Providing illumination to 
the trekking route around 
marakkoottam using diesel generator 
sets on hire basis to help the police 
men on duty ensuing the safety of 
pilgrims reg: (Re-tender) 

9,61,992/- 24,100/- 2000+GST 

23 SDP/EE/QN

-27/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-labour supply for boiler 
operators in various points at 
Sabarimala reg: (Re-tender) 

8,44,458/- 21,500/- 1700+GST 



24 SDP/EE/QN

-28/17-18 

SDP Pampa M&M festival in 1193ME-

Putting up temporary sheds for working 

oxygen parlour, Annadanamandapom 

cum Dolly shed Door frame Metal 

Detector (Re-tender) 

1,39,248/- 3500/- 500+GST 

25 SDP/EE/QN

-29/17-18 

 

SDP-Sabarimala M&M festival in 
1193ME-Operation of incinerators 
installed at Sabarimala –Conveyance 
charges for departmentally supplied 
diesel (Re-Tender ) 

 2.5% 

quoted 

amount 

500+GST 

Sale of quotation documents up to             13 /  10  /2017      1.00 PM 

Last date of receipt of quotation              13/  10 /2017         3 .00 PM 

Date and time of opening of quotation               13/  10  /2017      3.30 PM 

 
 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS    
 

(1) The EMD should be in the form of deposit receipt from any of the 
Nationalized/Scheduled bank pledged in favor of The Executive Engineer, 
Sabarimala Development Project, Pathanamthitta (2)PAC up to 6 lacs ‘D’ class and 
above ,PAC up to 50 lakhs “C class and above Civil ,Electrical works PAC Up to 5 
lakhs “C” class and above PAC up to 25 lakhs “B” class and above (3)TDB reserves 
the right to reject any quotation without assigning reason.  (4) For the work under 
serial No.2,3,17,19 and 25 item wise rate should  quoted..(5) If the  date of quotation 
falls on  holiday, the quotation will be received and opened in the very next working 
day at the same time prescribed. (6) All other conditions of invitation of quotation  in 
TDB will be applicable to this quotation also. (7). More information is available from 
the office of the undersigned or from the concerned section offices on all working 
days during working hours. 

 
 

 
     Pathanamthitta 
      6-    10  -2017 Sd/ 

                                                                                      R. Ajithkumar              . 
                                                                          Executive Engineer 

                                                                          Sabarimala Development Project. 
                                                                                              Pathanamthitta 
                                                               (for and behalf of Travancore Devaswom Board) 
 
 


